Abstract. Nowadays, editors tend to separate different subtopics of a long Wikipedia article into multiple sub-articles. This separation seeks to improve human readability. However, it also has a deleterious effect on many Wikipedia-based tasks that rely on the article-as-concept assumption, which requires each entity (or concept) to be described solely by one article. This underlying assumption significantly simplifies knowledge representation and extraction, and it is vital to many existing technologies such as automated knowledge base construction, cross-lingual knowledge alignment, semantic search and data lineage of Wikipedia entities. In this paper we provide an approach to match the scattered sub-articles back to their corresponding main-articles, with the intent of facilitating automated Wikipedia curation and processing. The proposed model adopts a hierarchical learning structure that combines multiple variants of neural document pair encoders with a comprehensive set of explicit features. A large crowdsourced dataset is created to support the evaluation and feature extraction for the task. Based on the large dataset, the proposed model achieves promising results of cross-validation and significantly outperforms previous approaches. Large-scale serving on the entire English Wikipedia also proves the practicability and scalability of the proposed model by effectively extracting a vast collection of newly paired main and sub-articles.
Introduction
Wikipedia has been the essential source of knowledge for people as well as computing research and practice. This vast storage of encyclopedia articles for real-world entities (or concepts) has brought along the automatic construction of knowledge bases [24, 28] that support knowledge-driven computer applications with vast structured knowledge. Meanwhile, Wikipedia also triggers the emerging of countless AI-related technologies for semantic web [44, 29, 52] , natural language understanding [33, 4, 45] , content retrieval [1, 22] , and other aspects.
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Main-article Sub-articles Most existing automated Wikipedia techniques assume the one-to-one mapping between entities and Wikipedia articles [26, 13, 28] . This so-called article-as-concept assumption [26] regulates each entity to be described by at most one article in a languagespecific version of Wikipedia. However, recent development of Wikipedia itself is now breaking this assumption, as rich contents of an entity are likely to be separated in different articles and managed independently. For example, many details about the entity "Harry Potter" are contained in other articles such as "Harry Potter Universe", "Harry Potter influences and analogues", and "Harry Potter in translation". Such separation of entity contents categorizes Wikipedia articles into two groups: the main-article that summarizes an entity, and the sub-article that comprehensively describes an aspect or a subtopic of the main-article. Consider another example: for the main-article Bundeswehr (i.e. unified armed forces of Germany) in English Wikipedia, we can find its split-off sub-articles such as German Army, German Navy, German Airforce, Joint Support Service of Germany, and Joint Medical Service of Germany (as shown in Fig. 1 ). This type of sub-article splitting is quite common on Wikipedia. Around 71% of the most-viewed Wikipedia entities are split-off to an average of 7.5 sub-articles [26] .
While sub-articles may enhance human readabilities, the violation of the article-asconcept assumption is however problematic to a wide range of Wikipedia-based technologies and applications that critically rely on this assumption. For instance, Wikipediabased knowledge base construction [24, 28, 32] will assume the article title as an entity name, which is then associated with the majority of relation facts for the entity from the infobox of the corresponding article. Split-off of articles sow confusion in a knowledge base extracted with these existing techniques. Clearly, explicit [15, 17] and implicit semantic representation techniques [37, 46, 8] based on Wikipedia are impaired due to that a part of links and text features utilized by these approaches are now likely to be isolated from the entities, which further affects NLP tasks based on these semantic representation techniques such as semantic relatedness analysis [40, 27, 33] , relation extraction [32, 7] , and named entity disambiguation [47] . Multilingual tasks such as knowledge alignment [5, 6, 41, 45] and cross-lingual Wikification [42] become challenging for entities with multiple articles, since these tasks assume that we have a one-to-one match between articles in both languages. Semantic search of entities [29, 52, 3] is also affected due to the diffused nature of the associations between entities and articles.
To support the above techniques and applications, it is vital to address the subarticle matching problem, which aims to restore the complete view of each entity by matching the sub-articles back to the main-article. However, it is non-trivial to develop a model which recognizes the implicit relations that exist between main and sub-articles. A recent work [26] has attempted to tackle this problem by characterizing the match of main and sub articles using some explicit features. These features focus on measuring the symbolic similarities of article and section titles, the structural similarity of entity templates and page links, as well as cross-lingual co-occurrence. Although these features are helpful to identify the sub-article relations among a small scale of article pairs, they are still far from fully characterizing the sub-article relations in the large body of Wikipedia. And more importantly, the semantic information contained in the titles and text contents, which is critical to the characterization of semantic relations of articles, has not been used for this task. However, effective utilization of the semantic information would also require a large collection of labeled main and sub-article pairs to generalize the modeling of such implicit features.
In this paper, we introduce a new approach for addressing the sub-article matching problem. Our approach adopts neural document encoders to capture the semantic features from the titles and text contents of a candidate article pair, for which several encoding techniques are explored with. Besides the semantic features, the model also utilizes a set of explicit features that measure the symbolic and structural aspects of an article pair. Using a combination of these features, the model decides whether an article is the sub-article of another. To generalize the problem, massive crowdsourcing and strategic rules are applied to create a large dataset that contains around 196k Wikipedia article pairs, where around 10% are positive matches of main and sub-articles, and the rest comprehensively cover different patterns of negative matches. Held-out estimation proves effectiveness of our approach by significantly outperforming previous baselines, and reaching near-perfect precision and recall for detecting positive main and sub-article matches from all candidates. To show the practicability of our approach, we also employ our model to extract main and sub-article matches in the entire English Wikipedia using a 3,000-machine MapReduce [11] . This process has produced a large collection of new high-quality main and sub-article matches, and are now being migrated into a large-scale production knowledge base.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the related work, then introduce our approach in the section that follows. After that, we present the experimental results, and conclude the paper in the last section.
Related Work
A recent work [26] has launched the first attempt to address the Wikipedia sub-article matching problem, in which the authors have defined the problem into the binary classification of candidate article pairs. Each article pair is characterized based on a group of explicit features that lies in three categories: (1) symbolic similarity: this includes token overlapping of the titles, maximum token overlapping among the section titles of the two articles, and term frequencies of the main-article titles in the candidate sub-article contents; (2) structural similarity: this includes structure similarity of article templates, link-based centrality measures and the Milne-Witten Index [31] ; (3) cross-lingual cooccurrence: these features consider the proportion of languages where the given article pairs have been identified as main and sub-articles, and the relative multilingual "globalness" measure of the candidate main-article. Although some statistical classification models learnt on these explicit features have offered satisfactory accuracy of binary classification on a small dataset of 3k article pairs that cover a subset of the most-viewed Wikipedia articles, such simple characterization is no-doubt far from generalizing the problem. When the dataset scales up to the range of the entire Wikipedia, it is very easy to find numerous counterfactual cases for these features. Moreover, the cross-lingual co-occurrence-based features are not generally usable due to the incompleteness of inter-lingual links that match the cross-lingual counterparts of Wikipedia articles. Some recent works have even pointed out that such cross-lingual alignment information only covers less than 15% of the articles [5, 24, 43] . More importantly, we argue that the latent semantic information of the articles should be captured, so as to provide more generalized and comprehensive characterization of the relation for each article pair.
Sentence or article matching tasks such as textual entailment recognition [39, 50, 18] and paraphrase identification [49, 50] require the model to identify content-based discourse relations of sentences or paragraphs [23] , which reflect logical orders and semantic consistency. Many recent efforts adopt different forms of deep neural document encoders to tackle these tasks, where several encoding techniques have been widely employed, including convolutional neural networks [18, 49] , recurrent neural networks [39] , and attentive techniques [50, 36, 20] . Detection of the sub-article relations requires the model to capture a high-level understanding of both contents and text structuring of articles. Unlike the previously mentioned discourse relations, the sub-article relations can be reflected from different components of Wikipedia articles including titles, text contents and link structures. To tackle new and challenging task of sub-article matching, we incorporate neural document encoders with explicit features in our model, so as to capture the sub-article relation based on both symbolic and semantic aspects of the Wikipedia article pairs. Meanwhile, we also take efforts to prepare a large collection of article pairs that seek to well generalize the problem.
Modeling
In this section, we introduce the proposed model for the Wikipedia sub-article matching task. We begin with the denotations and problem definition.
Preliminaries
Denotations. We use W to denote the set of Wikipedia articles, in which we model an article A i ∈ W as a triple A i = (t i , c i , s i ). t i is the title, c i the text contents, and s i the miscellaneous structural information such as templates, sections and links. t i = {w t1 , w t2 , ..., w tl } and c i = {w c1 , w c2 , ..., w cm } thereof are both sequences of words. In practice, we use the first paragraph of A i to represent c i since it is the summary of the article contents. For each word w i , we use bold-faced w i to denote its embedding representation. We use F (A i , A j ) to denote a sequence of explicit features that provide some symbolic and structural measures for titles, text contents and link structures, which we are going to specify in Section 3.3. We assume that all articles are written in the same language, as it is normally the case of main-articles and their sub-articles. In this paper, we only consider English articles w.l.o.g. Problem definition. Sub-article matching is defined as a binary classification problem on a set of candidate article pairs P ⊆ W × W . Given a pair of articles p = (A i , A j ) ∈ P , a model should decide whether A j is the sub-article of A i . The problem definition complies with the previous work that first introduces the problem [26] , and is related to other sentence matching problems for discourse relations such as text entailment recognition and paraphrase identification [49, 39, 35] .
The sub-article relation is qualified based on two criteria, i.e. A j is a sub-article of A i if (1) A j describes an aspect or a subtopic of A i , and (2) c j can be inserted as a section of A i without breaking the topic summarized by t i . It is noteworthy that the sub-article relation is anti-symmetric, i.e. if A j is a sub-article of A i then A i is not a sub-article of A j . We follow these two criteria in the crowdsourcing process for dataset creation, as we are going to explain in Section 4.1. To address the sub-article matching problem, our model learns on a combination of two aspects of the Wikipedia articles. Neural document encoders extract the implicit semantic features from text, while a series of explicit features are incorporated to characterize the symbolic or structural aspects. In the following, we introduce each component of our model in detail.
Document Encoders
A neural document encoder E(X) encodes a sequence of words X into a latent vector representation of the sequence. We investigate three widely-used techniques for document encoding [18, 49, 39, 50, 36] , which lead to three types of encoders for both titles and text contents of Wikipedia articles, i.e. convolutional encoders (CNN), gated recurrent unit encoders (GRU), and attentive encoders.
Convolutional Encoders A convolutional encoder employs the 1-dimensional weightsharing convolution layer to encode an input sequence. Given the input sequence X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x l }, a convolution layer applies a kernel M c ∈ R h×k to generate a latent representation h
i from a window of the input vector sequence x i:i+h−1 by
for which h is the kernel size and b c is a bias vector. The convolution layer applies the kernel to all consecutive windows to produce a sequence of latent vectors
2 , ..., h
l−h+1 }, where each latent vector leverages the significant local semantic features from each h-gram of the input sequence. Like many other works [21, 18, 38] , we apply n-max-pooling to extract robust features from each n-gram of the convolution outputs by h 
Gated Recurrent Unit Encoder
The gated recurrent unit (GRU) is an alternative of the long-short-term memory network (LSTM) that has been popular for sentence (sequence) encoders in recent works [19, 12] . Each unit consists of two types of gates to track the state of sequences without using separated memory cells, i.e. the reset gate r i and the update gate z i . Given the vector representation x i of an incoming item x i , GRU updates the current state h i of new item x i , which is calculated as below.
The update gate z i that balances between the information of the previous sequence and the new item is updated as below, where M z and N z are two weight matrices, b z is a bias vector, and σ is the sigmoid function.
The candidate stateh
is calculated similarly to those in a traditional recurrent unit as below, where M s and N s are two weight matrices, and b s is a bias vector.
The reset gate r i thereof controls how much information of the past sequence contributes to the candidate state
The above defines a GRU layer which outputs a sequence of hidden state vectors given the input sequence X. Unlike CNN that focuses on leveraging local semantic features, GRU focuses on capturing the sequence information of the language. Note that LSTM generally performs comparably to GRU in sequence encoding tasks, but is more complex and require more computational resources for training [9] .
Attentive Encoder An attentive encoder imports the self-attention mechanism to the recurrent neural sequence encoder, which seeks to capture the overall meaning of the input sequence unevenly from each encoded sequence item. The self-attention is imported to GRU as below.
X + b a ) is the intermediary latent representation of the averaged GRU output h (3) X that can be seen as a high-level representation of the entire input sequence. By measuring the similarity of each u i with u X , the normalized attention weight a i for h 
Document Embeddings
We adopt each one of the three encoding techniques, i.e. the convolution layer with pooling, the GRU, and the attentive GRU, to form three types of document encoders respectively. Each encoder consists of one or a stack of the corresponding layers depending on the type of the input document, and encodes the document into a embedding vector. The document embedding is obtained by applying an affine layer to the average of the output H from the last pooling, GRU, or attentive GRU layer, i.e.
Explicit Features
In addition to the implicit semantic features provided by document encoders, we define a set of explicit features F (A i , A j ) = {r tto , r st , r indeg , r mt , f T F , I M W , r outdeg , d te , r dt }. A portion of the explicit features are carried forward from [26] to provide some tokenlevel and structural measures of an article pair (A i , A j ), which are listed as below.
-r tto : token overlap ratio of titles, i.e. the number of overlapped words between t i and t j divided by |t i |. -r st : the maximum of the token overlap ratios among the section titles of A i and those of A j . -r indeg : the in-degree ratio, which is the number of incoming links in A i divided by that of A j . r indeg measures the relative centrality of A i with regard to A j . -r mt : the maximum of the token overlap ratios between any anchor title of the mainarticle template 1 of A i and t j , or zero if the main-article template does not apply to A i . -f T F : normalized term frequency of t i in c j . [31] of A i and A j , which measures the similarity of incoming links of these two articles via the Normalized Google Distance [10] .
In addition to the above features defined by [26] , we also include the following features.
-r outdeg : the out-degree ratio, which measures the relative centrality of A i and A j similar to r indeg . -d te : the average embedding distance of tokens in titles t i and t j . -r dt : token overlap ratio of c i and c j , which is used in [25] to measure the document relatedness. In practice the calculation of r dt is based on the first paragraphs.
We normalize the distance and frequency-based features (i.e. preserve the two cross-lingual features in [26] . This is because, in general, these two cross-lingual features are not applicable when the candidate space scales up to the range of the entire Wikipedia, since the inter-lingual links that match articles across different languages are far from complete [5, 24] .
Training
Learning objective. The overall learning architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 2 . The model characterizes each given article pair p = (A i , A j ) ∈ P in two stages.
1. Four document encoders (of the same type) are used to encode the titles and text contents of A i and A j respectively, which are denoted as E 
c (c i ) and E (2) c (c j ). Two logistic regressors realized by sigmoid multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) [2] are applied on E 
c (c j ) to produce two confidence scores s t and s c for supporting A j to be the sub-article of A i . 2. The two semantic-based confidence scores are then concatenated with the explicit features ({s t , s c } ⊕ F (A i , A j )), to which another linear MLP is applied to obtain the two confidence scoresŝ and s
. The learning objective is to minimize the following binary cross-entropy loss.
Annotated word embeddings. We pre-train the Skipgram [30] word embeddings on the English Wikipedia dump to support the input of the article titles and text contents to the model, as well as the calculation of the feature d te . We parse all the inline hyperlinks of Wikipedia dump to the corresponding article titles, and tokenize the article titles in the plain text corpora via Trie-based maximum token matching. This tokenization process aims at including Wikipedia titles in the vocabulary of word embeddings. Although this does not ensure all the titles to be involved, as some of them occur too rarely in the corpora to meet the minimum frequency requirement of the word embedding model. This tokenization process is also adopted during the calculation of d te .
After pre-training, we fix the word embeddings to convert each document to a sequence of vectors to be fed into the document encoder.
Experiments
In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of the proposed model. We first create a dataset that contains a large collection of candidate article pairs for the sub-article matching problem. Then we compare variants of the proposed model and previous approaches based on held-out estimation on the dataset. Lastly, to show the practicability and generality of our approach, we train the model on the full dataset, and perform predictions using MapReduce on over 108 million candidate article pairs extracted from the entire English Wikipedia.
Data Preparation
We have prepared a new dataset, denoted WAP196k 3 , in two stages. We start with producing positive cases via crowdsourcing. In detail, we first select a set of articles, where each article title concatenates two Wikipedia entity names directly or with a proposition, e.g. German Army and Fictional Universe of Harry Potter. We hypothesize that such articles are more likely to be a sub-article of another Wikipedia article. Note that this set of articles exclude the pages that belong to a meta-article category such as Lists 4 and Disambiguation 5 , which usually do not have text contents. Then we sample from this set of articles for annotation in the internal crowdsourcing platform of Google. For each sampled article, we follow the criteria in Section 3.1 to instruct the annotators to decide whether it is a sub-article, and to provide the URL to the corresponding main-article if so. Each crowdsourced article has been reviewed by three annotators, and is adopted for the later population process of the dataset if total agreement is reached. Within three months, we have obtained 17,349 positive matches of main and sub-article pairs for 5,012 main-articles, and around 4k other negative identifications of sub-articles.
Based on the results of crowdsourcing, we then follow several strategies to create negative cases: (1) For each positive match (A i , A j ), we insert the inverted pair (A j , A i ) as a negative case based on the anti-symmetry of sub-article relations, therefore producing 17k negative cases; (2) For each identified main-article, if multiple positively matched sub-articles coexist, such sub-articles are paired into negative cases as they are considered as "same-level articles". This step contributes around 27k negative cases; (3) We substitute A i with other articles that are pointed by an inline hyperlink in c j , or substitute A j with samples from the 4k negative identifications of sub-articles in stage 1. We select a portion from this large set of negative cases to ensure that each identified main-article has been paired with at least 15 negative matches of sub-articles. This step contributes the majority of negative cases. In the dataset, we also discover that around 20k negative cases are measured highly (> 0.6) by at least one of the symbolic similarity measures r tto , r st or f T F .
The three strategies for negative case creation seek to populate the WAP196k dataset with a large amount of negative matches of articles that represent different counterfactual cases. The statistics of WAP196k are summarized in Table 1 , which indicate it to be much more large-scale than the dataset used by previous approaches [26] that contains around 3k article pairs 6 . The creation of more negative cases than positive cases is in accord with the general circumstances of the Wikipedia where the sub-article relations hold for a small portion of the article pairs. Hence, the effectiveness of the model should be accordingly evaluated by how precisely and completely it can recognize the positive matches from all candidate pairs from the dataset. As we have stated in Section 3.1, we encode the first paragraph of each article to represent its text contents.
Evaluation
We use a held-out estimation method to evaluate our approach on WAP196k. Besides three proposed model variants that combine a specfic type of neural document encoders with the explicit features, we compare several statistical classification algorithms that [26] have trained on the explicit features. We also compare with three neural document pair encoders without explicit features that represent the other line of related work [49, 18, 39, 36] . Model configurations. We use AdaGrad to optimize the learning objective function and set the learning rate as 0.01, batchsize as 128. For document encoders, we use two convolution/GRU/attentive GRU layers for titles, and two layers for the text contents. When inputting articles to the document encoders, we remove stop words in the text contents, zero-pad short ones and truncate overlength ones to the sequence length of 100. We also zero-pad short titles to the sequence length of 14, which is the maximum length of the original titles. The dimensionality of document embeddings is selected among {100, 150, 200, 300}, for which we fix 100 for titles and 200 for text contents. For convolutional encoders, we select the kernel size and the pool size from 2 to 4, with the kernel size of 3 and 2-max-pooling adopted. For pre-trained word embeddings, we use context size of 20, minimum word frequency of 7 and negative sampling size of 5 to obtain 120-dimensional embeddings from the tokenized Wikipedia corpora mentioned Table 2 : Cross-validation results on WAP196k. We report precision, recall and F1-scores on three groups of models: (1) statistical classification algorithms based on explicit features, including logistic regression, Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC), Linear SVM, Adaboost (SAMME.R algorithm [51] ), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF) and k-nearest-neighbor classifier (kNN); (2) three types of document pair encoders without explicit features; (3) the proposed model in this paper that combines explicit features with convolutional document pair encoders (CNN+F ), GRU encoders (GRU+F ) or attentive encoders (AGRU+F ). Evaluation protocal. Following [26] , we adopt 10-fold cross-validation in the evaluation process. At each fold, all models are trained till converge. We aggregate precision, recall and F1-score on the positive cases at each fold of testing, since the objective of the task is to effectively identify the relatively rare article relation among a large number of article pairs. All three metrics are preferred to be higher to indicate better performance.
Model
Results. Results are reported in Table 2 . The explicit features alone are helpful to the task, on which the result by the best baseline (Random Forest) is satisfactory. However, the neural encoders for document pairs, even without the explicit features, outperform Random Forest by 4.76% on precision, 1.98% on recall and 0.033 on F1-score. This indicates that the implicit semantic features are critical for characterizing the matching of main and sub-articles. Among the three types of document encoders, the convolutional encoder is more competent than the rest two sequence encoders, which outperforms Random Forest by 6.54% of precision, 8.97% of recall and 0.063 of F1-score. This indicates that the convolutional and pooling layers that effectively capture the local semantic features are key to the identification of sub-article relations, while such relations appear to be relatively less determined by the sequence information and overall document meanings that are leveraged by the GRU and attention encoders. The results by the proposed model which combines document pair encoders and explicit features are very promising. Among these, the model variant with convolutional encoders (CNN+F ) obtained close to perfect precision and recall.
Meanwhile, we perform ablation on different categories of features and each specific feature, so as to understand their significance to the task. Table 3 presents the ablation of feature categories for the CNN-based model. We have already shown that completely removing the implicit semantic features would noticeably impair the precision. Removing the explicit features moderately hinders both precision and recall. As for the two categories of semantic features, we find that removing either of them would noticeably impair the model performance in terms of recall, though the removal of title embeddings has much more impact than that of text content embeddings. Next, we perform Garson's algorithm [34, 14] on the weights of the last linear MLP of CNN+F to analyze the relative importance (RI) of each specific feature, which are reported as Fig. 3 . It is noteworthy that, besides the text features, the explicit features r tto , r st and d te that are related to article or section titles also show high RI. This is also close to the practice of human cognition, as we humans are more likely to be able to determine the semantic relation of a given pair of articles based on the semantic relation of the titles and section titles than based on other aspects of the explicit features. Furthermore, to examine how much our approach may rely on the large dataset to obtain a generic solution, we conduct a sensitivity analysis of CNN+F on the proportion of the dataset used for cross-validation, which is reported in Fig. 4 . We discover that, training the model on smaller portions of the dataset would decrease the recall of predictions by the model, though the impact on the precision is very limited. However, even using 20% of the data, CNN+F still obtains better precision and recall than the best baseline Random Forest that is trained solely on explicit features in the setting of full dataset.
To summarize, the held-out estimation on the WAP196k dataset shows that the proposed model is very promising in addressing the sub-article matching task. Considering the large size and heterogeneity of the dataset, we believe the best model variant CNN+F is close to a well-generalized solution to this problem.
Mining Sub-articles from the Entire English Wikipedia
For the next step, we move on to putting the proposed model into production by serving it to identify the main and sub-article matching on the entire body of the English Wikipedia. The English Wikipedia contains over 5 million articles, which lead to over 24 trillion ordered article pairs. Hence, instead of serving our model on that astronomical candidate space, we simplify the task by predicting only for each article pair that forms an inline hyperlink across Wikipedia pages, except for those that appear already in the main-article templates. This reduces our candidate space to about 108 million article pairs.
We train the best model variant CNN+F from the previous experiment for serving. We carry forward the model configurations from the previous experiment. The model is trained on the entire WAP196k dataset till converge. The extraction of the candidate article pairs as well as the serving of the model is conducted via MapReduce on 3,000 machines, which lasts around 9 hours in total. We select the 200,000 positive predictions with highest confidence scores s + p , based on which human evaluation on three turns of 1,000 sampled results estimates a 85.7% of P @200k (precision at top 200,000 predictions). Examples of identified main and sub-article matches are listed in Table 4 . Based on the selected positive predictions, the number of sub-articles per main-article is estimated as 4.9, which is lower than 7.5 that is estimated on the 1,000 most viewed articles by [26] . There are also around 8% of sub-articles that are paired with more than one main-articles. Based on the promising results from the large-scale model serving, our team is currently working on populating the identified sub-article relations into the backend knowledge base for our search engine.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a neural article pair model to address the sub-article matching problem in Wikipedia. The proposed model utilizes neural document encoders for titles and text contents to capture the latent semantic features from Wikipedia articles, for which three types of document encoders have been considered, including the convolutional, GRU and attentive encoders. A set of explicit features are incorporated into the learning framework that comprehensively measured the symbolic and structural similarity of article pairs. We have created a large article pair dataset WAP196k from English Wikipedia which seeks to generalize the problem with various patterns of training cases. The experimental evaluation on WAP196k based on crossvalidation shows that the document encoders alone are able to outperform the previous models using only explicit features, while the combined model based on both implicit and explicit features is able to achieve near-perfect precision and recall. Large-scale serving conducted on the entire English Wikipedia is able to produce a large amount of new main and sub-article matches with promising quality. For future work, it is natural to apply the proposed model to other language-versions of Wikipedia for production. It is also meaningful to develop an approach to differentiate the sub-articles that describe refined entities and those that describe abstract sub-concepts. Meanwhile, we are interested in extending our approach to populate the incomplete cross-lingual alignment of Wikipedia articles using bilingual word embeddings such as Bilbowa [16] , and a different set of explicit features.
